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.com Here is a very special edition of the book that started it all: Harry Potter and the Sorcerer's

Stone. Shortly after publication, J.K. Rowling's debut became a runaway bestselling award winner,

and each new title in the sequence has all but created riots in the streets, as delirious fans chomp at

the bit for the latest escapades of Harry Potter and his cohorts. For the true devotee of the series,

this collector's edition is a must. Gold foil stamping on an embossed leather cover marks the book

as a bona fide treasure. Most exciting of all is a previously unpublished sketch of Harry by Rowling

herself! Don't miss this opportunity to collect a beautiful version of a modern classic. (Ages 9 and

older) --Emilie Coulter --This text refers to the Hardcover edition.
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The amazing popularity of Harry Potter and the Sorcerer's Stone means that now even Muggles

know about the Leaky Cauldron, Diagon Alley, and Hogwarts School of Witchcraft and Wizardry.

Whether or not you've read about Harry, this unabridged audiobook brings his world to life. Reader

Jim Dale brings an excellent range of voices to the characters, from well-meaning Hermione's soft,

earnest voice to Malfoy's nasal droning; from Professor McGonagall's crisp brogue to Hagrid's

broad Somerset accent; and from snarling Mr. Filch to p-p-poor, st-tuttering P-Professor Quirrel.

Some of the characterizations are peculiar--why do the centaurs have Welsh accents?--but that's a



small price to pay to hear one of the myriad ways to sing the Hogwarts School song. Harry Potter

fans of all ages--Muggle or not--will enjoy curling up with a few chocolate frogs, a box of Bertie

Bott's Every Flavor Beans ("Alas! Ear wax!"), and this marvelous, magical audiobook. (Running

time: 8 hours, 6 cassettes) --Sunny Delaney --This text refers to the Hardcover edition.

With more than seven million copies of Sorcerer's Stone and its two sequels sold in the U.S. in a

year's time, it would be hard to find many school-age children who haven't at least heard of Harry

Potter. British author Rowling's tales of a young wizard-in-training who attends the unusual

Hogwarts School of Witchcraft and Wizardry have enchanted children (and their parents, too) like no

books before them. Now, with this sharp audio production, those who haven't yet met Harry will

soon be swept up in the fun, and established Potter fans will delight in hearing Harry's adventures

anew. British actor and Broadway star Dale is an inspired choice as narrator, reading with a light,

assured air that makes Harry's fantastic, sometimes dangerous, world very real, while never losing

sight of Rowling's humorous underpinnings. His numerous vocal characterizations are dead-on,

especially his fast-talking take on Harry's sweet but overachieving witch friend Hermione Granger. A

gruff and sensitive Hagrid (the school's gamekeeper), evil Malfoy, kindly Dumbledore and

appropriately Scottish Professor McGonagall are also crisply distinctive. The combination of

Rowling's exquisitely evocative writing and Dale's nimble reading make this a magical addition to

the bewitching Harry Potter canon. All ages. (Oct.) Copyright 1999 Reed Business Information, Inc.

--This text refers to the Hardcover edition.

I resisted reading this book for a long time, thinking that it would be 'too childish' to hold my interest.

Then, one night back in 2007, I happened to be at my local Barnes & Noble during the midnight

release party for Harry Potter and The Deathly Hallows, the last book in the series. Seeing the

enthusiasm of all the fans gathered there (some of whom were in full costume) made me curious, so

I wended my way through the crowd (in the process wondering what "The Sorting Hat" was all

about) and approached the first free cashier I could find, the first book in my hands. I was suddenly

eager to discover what all the fuss was about!Well, as they say, the rest is history. I not only

promptly devoured Harry Potter and the Sorcerer's Stone, but began acquiring, and also devouring,

the sequels. I only stopped in the middle of the sixth book, when a very sad event made me unable

to continue....but I hope to be able to go back and finish the series!I picked up the first book the

other day, and plunged into Harry's magical world once again. Once again, I was totally delighted

and enthralled! Rowling's very fertile imagination seems to have no bounds; all the books in this



series are full of magical events, as well as twists and turns, and one just never knows exactly what

is going to happen next.Rowling also has the uncanny ability to make her characters, as well as the

magical world around them, seem so real! From the very first moment, the reader becomes

immersed in this very quirky, wonderfully weird world, where nothing is as it seems, unexpected

surprises await, and household chores can be accomplished by the mere wave of a wand

(something I positively loved).Harry, Hermione, and Ron are wonderful characters, and it's not the

first time I have wished I had grown up with friends like them. It's great how well they mesh, too,

especially since, at first, Harry and Ron constantly found Hermione so annoying.Harry, of course, is

the main hero. He starts out life with the odds stacked against him, what with his sad personal

history, and "He-Who-Must-Not-Be-Named" wanting to kill him. In spite of it all, Harry remains

courageous, and will not let his curiosity, innate optimism, and eagerness to learn magic be

dampened by outward events.Hermione could have been the main hero of this whole series,

because she not only matches Harry (and her name is the female version of his) in all his great

qualities, but is also willing to take that extra step to find out more. Books are very important to her,

and I really liked her for that! She is also very thorough in her research, and has an excellent

memory. Besides, she can really think on her feet.As for Ron, he is that friend who remains

steadfastly by your side, through thick and thin. He's funny, as well, and willing to attempt any

adventure, despite his fears. Besides, he's an excellent chess player -- even beating his two friends

at the game. In this first book, his chess-playing skills become extremely important in preventing a

great catastrophe.Then there's Hagrid....sweet, lovable, gentle Hagrid, who has a soft spot for

creatures great and small, and loves Harry like a father, or perhaps a big, bumbling brother. He's

pretty much like a giant teddy bear, and I SO wish I could hug him! He's had some rough times

himself, but still remains as positive as he can possibly be. And, most important of all, Dumbledore,

the Hogwarts Headmaster, trusts him completely.Dumbledore is another of my favorite characters,

but I won't say much about him because he plays a greater role later on in the series. What I did get

to see of him, though, during both my first and second readings of this book, made me like him a

great deal! He is definitely a father figure to Harry -- always wise, patient, and willing to give Harry

the benefit of the doubt.There were other great, more minor characters, as well, such as Professor

McGonagall, who is really a very fair-minded person, despite her stern exterior, Quirrell, the

stuttering professor, the funny Weasley clan, especially the mischievous twins, Fred and George,

and Neville, poor, shy Neville, who is constantly losing his pet toad....Then there's one character

who is almost in a league by himself, and a rather hateful one, too: Severus Snape. Alan Rickman

plays him superbly in all the movies. He gets the character's oily manner (his hair is even greasy)



and incomprehensible attitude toward Harry just right. Rickman made it extremely easy for this

reader to despise Snape! Even before I met him on the screen, though, Rowling had already

succeeded in making me hate him.Another character I love to hate is Draco Malfoy, Harry's

personal nemesis. I'm surprised he isn't related to Snape, because he can be just as spiteful and

horrible to Harry.Amidst all of the typical boarding school activities and classes with such interesting

names as "Potions", "Charms", "Transfiguration", and "Defense Against the Dark Arts", the three

friends become very adept at amateur sleuthing, and uncover a secret at Hogwarts, one that

students are not supposed to know about....Of course, there had to be time for sports, as well, and I

soon discovered that the magical world's version of soccer -- or is it a strange combination of soccer

and basketball? -- with the delightfully odd name of "Quidditch", was not only great fun, but had

elements of danger, as well, especially when a certain evil wizard nearly took one of the most

important players out of the picture....Rowling manages all the elements of her plot with great skill,

leading her readers along the path toward the exciting, final discovery of the school's secret through

tight writing, with not a word to spare.I especially liked Dumbledore's final words to Harry. It was the

power of love, he told the young wizard, that won the day. Some readers might criticize this as

'cheesy', but I thought it was altogether fitting to the story, considering Harry's background.This is

such a terrific story! No wonder it's loved the whole world over, by readers of all ages! This book

definitely deserves all the praise it has garnered, and more. I know that I will want to read it many

more times in the future! And of course, I will also want to watch the movie just as many times!

I bought this book for my younger daughter who is just now getting into harry potter. I have read this

book myself years ago when it first came out but have somehow since lost it. It's a good decent

easy read depending on your kids skill level. Book arrived new, no bent pages or covers and the

price was a lot cheaper now than a long time ago lol.

I'm not a native Spanish-speaker, just someone who loves the language and likes to keep in

practice. I know enough idiomatic Spanish to know that this is a pretty literal translation, but for

someone who really needs to practice the tenses and vocabulary more than natural spoken

language, this is actually perfect. Plus it's just a fun story & characters! The printing/binding is

perfect (unlike some of the US/English editions I bought when they were first released). I do wish it

were available on Kindle, though. But I've bought the rest of the series, and am really looking

forward to it.



My big cousin just started reading the books after loving the movies. I told her she would love the

books better. Its a switching game we play. She got me into Stephen King Books. I got her into

Harry Potter. It arrived in Pristine condition. Spines weren't cracked. Fresh, like off the presses. It

arrived in about the time expected.

I broke downloaded the books so I could read it wherever and wherever I wanted too. I intend to be

reading them when I am 80. If anyone asks me "After all this time?" I shall answer "Always". (Thank

you Alan Rickman)

Obviously, the best part about this book was the Latin! Loved reading this with the English version,

side-by-side. Fun way to work on my Latin!

Too bad there ain't one hundred stars. I would have rate it a hundred! J.K. Rowling is a amazing

author, she writes alot of short stories, but Harry Potter was the first story that she punblish (I am

glad she did). This story is about an orphan named Harry Potter, whoes been send to his mothers

sister to take care of. His aunt and uncle and of course his big fat pig cousin was so mean to him,

and his has to sleep under the cupboard for eleven years, until he recieves an letter from Hogwart

School for Witchcraft and Wizardry, and notice that his and wizard, also notice that his parents are

killed by the powerful dark wizard Voldemont (also known as you-know-who, no one speaks its

name). Harry meets his friends Ron Weasley and Hermione Granger and they follow Harry's

adventure........The next is you to find out! Peoples you got to read this book!

I am enjoying using Harri Potter as a text for improving my Welsh, in particular with respect to the

syntax of simple narrative and to Northern Welsh usage, with which I was unfamiliar previously. I

wish I could listen to readings from the Welsh text! I am, by the way, no schoolchild, but rather a

retiree with an interest in Wales and Welsh language. I had not read any Harry Potter previously,

and find it a dandy read, at least for my present purposes!
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